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on the day that the creation of a 3d latte art was requested by a fan on the internet, mr. matsunos
studio was working to complete a commission for an order of.. but how could he possibly decide just
what to make for this person? what should i do? what a great idea! the next day, he worked on the

details of the 3d latte art for just a few minutes, using the head he had made for otomatsu. amazing!
he finished the work and sent it to the fan who was thrilled to receive the latte art he had imagined.
but then, mr. matsuno asked himself something again. the biggest difference between latte art and

3d foam is that latte art is only created with steam, while 3d foam can be created with various
materials. but with the new 3d foam maker, mr. matsuno was able to make the masterpiece he had
been thinking of for so long. right away, he began working on the details of the figure and was able
to finish it in just a few hours. having completed the work, mr. matsuno was able to send a message
to the fans, expressing his gratitude for their continued support. the story of the figure mr. matsuno

made is quite interesting. it was only a few days after the release of the vocaloid 5th anniversary
nendoroid series that he was contacted by a fan who asked him to recreate the latte art. it was a

request that he could not refuse. theres no limit to what the 3d latte art can express, and mr.
matsuno hopes to bring more creations to his fans. besides creating the cutest characters, he is also

famous for his realistic portraits. so, expect more exciting 3d latte art as well!
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